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Push/Pull

The amazing Short Stroke push/pull, features no moving brake rod, and 
now NO GAS ROD, allowing for the most LAP and LEG room in the industry. 
Extremely short accelerator stroke and virtually no accelerator resistance 
allows for a smooth and easy drive!

Push/Rock

The hand control that made Sure Grip famous now features the most leg 
room bar none in the industry! 

NO gas rods, NO gas guards, NO resistance!

Push/Twist

Motor Cycle Style Accelerator

What was once the most fatiguing style of driving is now available to virtual-
ly all disabilities. NO gas rods, NO resistance has rede�ned who can operate 
this style of hand control.

Available in Evaulater Format
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"I have really enjoyed the use of the Sure Grip hand controls that 
we have been using since January 2017. They are very easy to 
install which is one of the best features as an instructor. Less 
time is always better! The electric controls are very easy to use 
and require very little energy. Patients are loving them. I really 
love having the gas and brake on the passenger side of the car. I 
feel like I have more control over the vehicle with the instructor 
accelerator and brake. These hand controls and instructor 
options have turned our program into a better, safer functioning 
program. Thank you to everyone at Sure Grip for helping make 
this happen!"
 
Ginny Roehm, OTR/L 
Occuational Therapist I Certi�ed Driving Instructor 
Rehabilitation Services, OSF Healthcare Saint Francsis 
Medical Center

The Feather lite Evaluator equipment has 
been installed! I drove the van for the �rst 

time yesterday with the adaptive equip-
ment and was in love with it! Thank you 

again! I can’t wait to get clients behind the 
wheel. Again, thank you so much!

Dorothee Zuleger, MOT, OTR/L, ATRIC
Occupational Therapist/Owner



Only one source of acceleration: switch between OEM or Left Foot pedal with the touch 
of a button.

No gas pedal guard required.

Activation button can be mounted anywhere within client's reach.

Electronic acceleration means no cables or rods.

An Intelligent Left Foot Accelerator



Eliminating fatigue from all styles of mechanically 
operated hand controls

Eliminates ‘old style mechanical acceleration lock out’ 

Makes Sure Grip’s SHORT STROKE Right Angle and 
Push/Pull controls easiest operating on the market

No pedal guard

Choose between OEM Pedal & Hand Controls w/ push 
of button

No need for a gas guard

        No longer subject to OEM acceleration pedal resistance

        No more weight or force resulting from hard mounted 
        rod to the OEM gas pedal

        Customize the hand control tension to the customers 
        preference

        Activation button can be mounted anywhere within 
        client reach

        All 4 styles of hand controls available for both left and 
        right side operationz

Electronic acceleration means:

PUSH/RIGHT ANGLE
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Featherlite Electronic Brake Lock (EBL) is a Featherlite electronic hand 
control, modi�ed with a system for locking the brake position. The EBL is 
available our 3 most popular styles of hand controls, both right and left side. 
The EBL allows a user to electronically hold the brake in the braking position 
and remove their hands o� the control. This helps with users that require 
assistance in shifting gears, starting the vehicle, reducing fatigue from 
repetitive breaking and provides an ease of use when driving with Feather-
lite hand controls.  

    Currently available on Push/Right,         
    Push/Pull, and Push/Rock, both left and      
    right side

    Available in Quick Disconnect Evaluator 
    setup

    Quick installation

   Plug and play options

   Maximum of two wires to install with all  
    optional features enabled

   Cycle tested, FMVSS and J1903 Compliant
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Digital Calibration

   Faster installation.
   Eliminates the mechanical POT adjustments.
   Calibration is as simple as pumping the OEM pedal and hand control.
   Automatically recalibrates on reset so you always have instant response 

from the hand control.

City Mode Button

With the touch of a button:
   Reduces maximum throttle by 50%
   Makes smoother driving in reduced speed scenarios e.g., city driving and

parking.
   Toggle city mode on/o� at any time.

"I have the FeatherLite® Push/Rock Hand Controls installed in my 2016 Toyota 
Sienna and absolutely love how much knee space the new style hand controls 
provide! They are e�ortless to use as well. Very happy with them! Switching 
over the pedals to the hand controls is very simple, much easier than the older 
style. Thank you Sure Grip!"
 
Kadi DeHaan, Clock Conversions

THE EVOLUTION OF

FEATHERLITE
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UH360

The Newest Edition to our 

Customizable  
• 1-10 Trigger Options

• Joystick Intuitive

• Instant Function Swap

Line Up
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